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What would you do if you ran flat out of cash?

Like if the IRS popped up one day and seized your accounts and the ATF started an
investigation into your company?

What if you had a partner embezzle millions through a credit exchange and you discovered they
compromised your clients escrow accounts?

Sounds terrifying right?

I have seen and experienced such things in my business career and I bring it up because I
guess you might be a little like me.

You are resourceful.

You have an understanding of the law.

You’ve dealt with big dollars, debt and probably even the I.R.S. at some point.

Let’s be real. You are smart, savvy and have the resources and the know how to navigate even
the toughest of life’s jams. You have what it takes or you would not be where you are.

Now. Think about the lowest paid folks inside your organization. Even the ones that touch it from
the outside. The paid by the hour workers that touch customers, products, fulfillment. People
that stock, inventory and even work in call centers and drivers that support you. The retail
counter folks that smile through the mask these days.

For every one of you… there are 100 of them.

Now, imagine them in the kind of trouble I described above.

They’d never make it to lunch.

You know it, I know it and they know it. HEAVY is the CROWN.

Let’s be real clear though. That’s why you make in a month what many of those people make in
a year. You live in a different rarified air. I don’t want you to feel guilty about it. I don’t, I worked
hard and am blessed but I do know that with that “talent” from God, comes with the price.

There are people, hundreds of thousands that we need in our lives fulfilling their roles so we can
fulfill ours. Ultimately, we are serving them. They may not see it, and it’s easy for us to forget it,
yet it’s true.

I need every worker at FedEx, every fireman, every cop, every ticket agent, every person with a
shovel or a traffic cone. Our country needs everybody. The more working, the happier I am.
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So, what do you want for dinner tonight?

In your world and mine, we can literally have anything we want. A Wagyu steak, Alaskan Crab
or an incredible gnocchi and an incredible bottle of wine. Anytime we want anything, we can
pretty much have it. We know we earned it but we also know how fortunate we are and the hand
that life dealt us is pretty damn good.

On March 14. 2020, I stood on my deck looking out at the Hill Country of Austin. I have friends
and family in the Intel community and the military. I had been tracking Covid for about 2 months
seriously and fully prepped for a lockdown. So I had covered my ass. Then I looked out on the
world. What about THEM? If this gets out of control, what happens to the society?

As I stood there, my imagination raced and I thought of the potential calamity facing our society
and civility to be candid.

I have a mind and personality type that strategically thinks many steps ahead, probably like
yours and it has served me well in positive business assignments and growth with over 500
companies.

This moment was different. The “Cassandra-ing” I was experiencing was dark. Really dark.

The thought of my elderly parents going to the market and touching some object that an infected
person had just handled could kill them. At least so we thought possible at that time.

If society halted, I knew for a fact from the disaster industry America is, according to the NSA, 9
meals from mayhem.

The thought of someone getting so desperate that they would break into a house, a car
whatever… was frightening. If my kids were starving there is nothing I would not do to solve it.
Morality and decency aside, Mazlow’s hierarchy is still in charge for the masses.

Not one to be sucked into the wormhole of depression, my inner entrepreneur rallied the
thought. What if I just used existing social platforms where folks like my family that has plenty
could help folks that do not have any? Just match the haves to the have nots in a fast,
charitable and verifiable way?

After all, if people are losing jobs and paychecks, like right now, what would they do? When I
was young I lost a job 1 time and took one unemployment check for about $600 and realized
what a joke the system was. I never looked back. Two years later I had made my first million
dollars. Now, it has been an up and down road since then. Lots of feasts and a few famine years
but NEVER have I been “in need”.

Like you I probably never will be. Yet, I saw this obligation for the culture, just to maintain civil
order if nothing else to get people fed TODAY.
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I created a group on Facebook that blew up in scale in weeks. It is called Intellihelp. We use
digital platforms like facebook and a simple APP to allow people to come in and ask for 15
nutritional grocery items in quantities that last them two weeks.

As an ex-grocer I saw the waste and food ignorance that was allowed by “the system”. It has all
kinds of issues. It is slow on the sign up process. So those in an emergency can’t get food fast.
It is poorly designed nutritionally so they purchase a lot of expensive fast calories and don’t
have “long haul” nutrition and calories. Then they can stay on for years and years creating a
form of dependency. Now considering THAT system exists and people can still use it, what
could we do to make a better interim solution.

Today. Someone lost their job AFTER making their rent and car payment. They are suddenly
tapped. Like when the Feds freeze your accounts. Yet THEY have no resources or recourses
like you.

They can come onto app.intellihelp.org and join. We verify their identity and address so we
know they are real. We only allow one person per household to prevent graft.

Then four times in 26 weeks they can come
and ask for a grocery order. That order plus
their picture and short story of distress gets
posted in a Facebook Group and folks like
you, me and our volunteers come in and feed
families in emergency.

Essentially we have created a hybrid. A 21st
Century technology based platform that takes
the best of the elements of Food Banks, The
Red Cross, FEMA and The Christian
Children’s fund and ties them together in a
faster, better and cleaner operating model.
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We feed real families in distress tonight. So far we’ve distributed over 2 million meals and have
membership in the U.S. alone at over 100,000 and are duplicating the platform in 10 countries
including Canada, the U.K., Germany, Norway, Ireland, Australia and more.

By now you get it. I’ll wrap this up with a bow.

Since we have been doing this exceptionally well, we have been working on logistics. By the
way we are a I.R.S. Authorized 501c3 charity, as of August and back dated to March. We are
working on additional services including:

Jobs: A new UberEats type delivery service for Intellihelp that will serve both the folks in need
and do restaurant delivery as well.

Mental Health services and Training: partnering with one of the nation's leading mental health
platforms to ease the psychological burdens of folks out of work. Domestic violence, spousal
abuse, child abuse and suicide are escalating. We are not the type of folks that won’t call it as
we see it and we take action obviously.

Further initiatives will include partnering with online gamified education partners to get parents
out of the “homeschool” business that should not be there and get kids learning again. We have
the partnerships in place to start making 2021 look very different from a support and network
framework.

So what do I need from you?

Why am I writing this?

I want you to care. I bet you do. In fact I bet you care as much as I do because I have made this
call to several CEO’s and CMO’s and they simply say, “Ron, I know you. I trust you. We’ve all
seen your career and saw you stop it all. What can I do? How can I help?”.

Here is the fact.

We are at war. Like a “for real” war.

I don’t have the intelligence to know how precisely you can help. But I know you know how you
can.

I am really simple. People call me and say “This is what I think I can do.” Then they tell me and I
say. “Great, do it.” Because it is about integrity.

Odds are your company can donate cash. We are great at turning that cash into more cash and
solving the hunger problem tonight. Odds are you know somebody that can help with actual
food procurement. We get food a number of different ways. We buy it. We “move it” from food
banks. Corporations and private labels donate it.
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Here’s the bottom line. We are WAY better at this than the traditional “food givers”. Because we
remade the model as a tech model with food. From over 4 billion dollars in direct response
marketing and getting individuals products, I simply re-imagined a cleaner and more cost
effective distribution model.

Help me. Help me save our country from hunger, sadness, violence and yes death.

There is no more important call you will make this year.

If you are serious about helping. I’ll get on zoom, the phone…I’ll get on an airplane and stand in
front of your board and tell them how to save our nation from this incredibly destructive
adversarial combination of disease, intelligence sabotage and economic warfare.

Our grandparents fought WWII.

It’s our turn.

It’s your turn.

Please consider calling me. My direct cell is 425-281-3460, that is my actual phone so please
do not hand it to anyone. Thanks for the trust relationship.

Text me, let me know who you are and we’ll arrange a time to talk that is mutually convenient.

Ron Lynch
Founder Intellihelp
ron@intellihelp.org

Ron Lynch has helped 70 brands and 500 products launch and reach stellar sales. He has been
the go to strategist for GoPro, Johnson & Johnson, Samsung and built a library of household
names and products. He has turned his career at the young age of 54 to philanthropy, leveling
the global educational play field through technology and advising Family Offices on ethical
investing. He teaches privately and writes books in his free time.

He has a team of over 65 volunteers around the world working to feed families in emergency
need tonight through Intellihelp Global.
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